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Isla Alexander
Lauren Anderson
Patricia Anderson Rossi and Robert King
Warren Andiman
Charles R. Andres
Julie Averbach
Alicia Avino
Eleanor Babbitt
Ryan Babiak
Nicole Baker
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Amy Barry
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Alexandra Beautyman
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Christopher and Terri Bell
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Marilyn Bergen
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Thomas Breen
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Chris Brown
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Marilyn Brown
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Jesse Cala
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Joseph Cardoso
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Don and Pat Caruso
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Leo Chang
Judith Chevalier and Steve Podos
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Sarah Coe
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Keith and Frances Costa
Patricia Cramer
Donna Criscenzo
Pat Croasmun
Gail Curran
Jeanne-Marie Curtis
Lygia, Major and Maegiani Davenport
Andrea Deboer and Edward Downe
John DeCarlo and Catherine Sullivan-DeCarlo
Deke's Solid Wood Furniture, LLC.
Anthony and Katie DePonte
Marion Desmet
Leah Dobin
Laurie Dray
Marjorie and Gary Drucker
Ronald Dumas
Sarah and Stephen Dunnigan
Barbara Eaton
Kate Ebersole
Deborah Elkin
Joshua Elliott
Barbara Endres
Alice Engbith
Lily Engbith
Charlie Erickson
Roberta Esposito
Linda and Mark Estacion
Kate Ezra
Ayaska Fernando and Liz Quercia
Donald Filer and Alisa Masterson
Emily Finn
Annika Fisher
Dave Forman and Gilda Outremont
Melissa Fournier
Sandra Friday
Geoffrey Fuller
Patricia Garland
RoseAnn Gavoli
Eva Geertz
Rebecca Gelernter
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Lucy Gellman
Heather Gendron
Fran Giffin
Michele Gilson
Samantha Ginzberg
Zoe Gluck
Katie Glynn
Katharine Goodbody
Abby Goodman
Joe Gordon and Mark Bauer
Sylvia Gordon
Paul Goren and Gwen Mascia
Florence Grandelli
Ronald and Claudia Grantham
Howard Gray
Marjorie Greenblatt and Amy Cooper
David and Cynthia Greenblatt
Margie Greenblatt
Bonita Grubbs
Dave and Liz Grudberg
Kristin Guido
Ann Hahn
Philip Haile and Shannon Callaway
Victoria Hallinan
Robert and Carol Harlan
Marissa Harris
Charlene Heffernan
Kari Henkelmann Keyl
Stephen Henley
Grace Heusner and Jonathan Levinsohn
Ronnell Higgins
Amy Hintz
Julia Hladky-Cottet
Laura Hlinsky
Cathryn Holinger
Suzannah Holsenbeck
Lindsey Hughes
Keri Humphries
Charisse Hutton
Alyssa Hyatt
Shelby and Robert Irwin
Reggie Jackson
Shana Jackson
Leslie Jacobson
Susan Jasinski
Vanessa Jefferson
Jill Jensen
JIG DesignBuild
John C. Mead School
Barbara Johnson
Emily Johnson
Daryl Jones
Evelyn Kannatt
Nina Kannatt
Mary and Edward Karoll
Meredith and Dan Kazer
Julie Kelsey
Elizabeth Kennedy
Susan Kerley
Barbara King, Zaire Moore, Saniyaa Moore and Alonzo Moore
Dalton King
Terri Kinney
Gregory and Charlotte Kinsella
Ben and Tammy Kleinman
Rachel Kline Brown
Jonathan and Dani Koenig
Melissa Kops
Jane Kovel
Laurie Lafferty
Jeffrey Lange
Joseph and Constance LaPalombara
Sarah Lapean
Carolyn LaPia
Maria LaSala
Colleen Lee
Sally Leiderman
Lauren Lentine
Mary Lesser
Maria Leveton
Judith Levine
Rebecca Levine
Robin and Barbara Levine-Ritterman
Erik Levinsohn
Nadine Levy
Lore Lichtenberg
Alex Lichtenstein
Joanna Linzer
Gayle Logan
Joanna Lopez
L.W. Beecher Museum School of Arts & Sciences
Dana Lynn
James and Kaye Maggart
Kris Mandelbaum
Lorna Mangels
Margaret and Marc Mann
Stuart Margolis and Joan Glazer Margolis
Joe and Cindy Mariani
Vasileios Marinis
Janice Markey
Celeste Markle
Carola Marte and Douglas Stein
Susan Martinez Sendroff
Danijela Matkovic
Jonathan Maunder
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Edward Maza
Kevin McCarthy
Milda McClain
Nefetiria McClain
Natalie McClune
Sherie McGregor
Carolyn McNally
Marissa and Joe Mead
Tara Melvin
Barbara Mercer
Deborah Meredith
Lisa Messeri
Sarah Meyer
Samara Mildner
Bonnie and Mark Miller-Mclemore
Becca Miller
Oliver Milligan
Edward Moore
Emma Moore and Peter Rogers
Michele Moore
Paul Morris
Marion Mullings
Ellen Musikant
Music Haven
Ben and Betsy Muskin
Geoff Naunheim
Rennie Negron
Justin Neuman
Alina Nevins
Diane and Tim Nighswander
Dale Norton
Benjamin and Danielle Oakes
Emily Oldfield
Tawnie Olson
Shawn Only
Jeff Ostergen
Andrea and Wayne Panullo
Melinda Papowitz
Jeffrey Park
Rita Pepe and Judith Sugarman
John Phelan
Meredithe Phillips
Tom Pinchbeck and Bonnie Garmisa
Mary Pivawer
Dorothy Podgwaite
Norine Polio
Harold Pollack
Elana Ponet
Jody Potter
Siobhan Quinlan
Dennis Quinn
Tracy Rabin and Jeremy Schwartz
Shari Rahamim
Nancy Ramsay
Amy Ravitz
Rebecca Reeve
David Reif
Elisabeth Reilly-Roman
Barbara Relyea
Karen Reynolds
Anne Richards
Cait and Chris Riley
Holly Robinson
Richard and Christine Robinson
Tiffany Robinson
Erica Rocco
Kailen Rogers
Susan and Doug Rollins
Joyce Romanow
Alanna Rosenblatt
Greg Rosenblatt
Karen Rosenblatt
Sharon Rosenblatt
Barbara Ross
Melanie Ross
Jessica Rostow
Abigail Roth
Ewelina Rudnicka
Barbara Russo
June Sachs
Victoria Sanchez
Maria Sappe
Carol Sarmiento
Robin Sauterig
Errol Saunders
Gloria Schaffer
Anne Schenck
Jeffrey Schier
Lisa Scilipote
Casey Scogins
The Sean and Georgia Cosgrove Charitable Fund
Suzanne Serviss
Michael Sessine and Jennifer Milano
Josephine Sgambati
Laurel Shader and Jon Zonderman
Bob Shea
Amy Sheehan
Kevin Sheehan
Paula Shemitz
Stuart and Jackie Sidle
Benjamin Silvert and Andrea Weinstein
Sandra Skitgis
Shirley and Robert Skolozdra
Karyn Smith
Sarah Smith
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Cathy and John Solomon
Howard Sommer and Linda Waldman
Beth Spargo
Rebecca Spargo
Christy Stang
Ed Stannard
Chloe Starr
Leslie Stone
Tracy Stone and Mike McGarry
Student Parenting & Family Services
Elizabeth and John Sullivan
Andrew and Karena Swan
Pat Syvertsen
Olivia Tangredi
Linda Teixeira
Matthew Thompson
Torin Thurston
Sarah Tierinni
Phillip and Susan Tiso
Lynn Tommasini
Joan Toone-Setzer
Shawkat Toorawa
Ann Tramontanana-Veno
Macy Tubman
Mary Tyrrell
United Methodist Church at First and Summerfield
Unstuck
Terri Vaccaro
Eva Vail
R. Mark Van Allen and Jane Savage
Laurel Van Wilgen
Doss Venema
Joanne Vermilya
Sally and Henry Voegeli
Claudia Volano
Miles Waits
Patricia Wales
Priscilla Webber-Sepulveda
Elizabeth Weber
Susan Weisselberg
Kyle and Reagan Wentzell
Noel Werle
Sabrina Whiteman
Yvonne White
Nancy Whitney
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Matt and Jo Wilcox
Lorraine, Brandon, Donald and Shemar Williams
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We made every effort to verify the names and dollar amounts. Please excuse any mistakes and please let us know.